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ÚTMUTATÓ 
 
A munka megkezdése előtt nyomtatott nagybetűvel ki kell tölteni az adatlapot és 
minden különálló lapon a versenyző nevét, osztályát! 
 
A feladatok megoldásához íróeszközön kívül más segédeszköz nem használható! A 
válaszlapon javítás nem fogadható el. Azokban a kérdésekben, ahol szavakat kell beírni, csak 
a tökéletes helyesírással beírt megoldások fogadhatók el (kis és nagy kezdőbetű 
megkülönböztetése nem számít).  
 
A feladatlapot a szaktanár (szaktanári munkaközösség) értékeli központi javítási útmutató 
alapján. Továbbküldhetők az I. kategóriában a legalább 70 pontra értékelt, a II. 
kategóriában a legalább 75 pontra értékelt válaszlapok. 
 

ADATLAP 
 

A versenyző neve: ............................................................................................. oszt.: .............. 

Az iskola neve: ..…………………………………………………………………..................... 

Az iskola címe: ……............. irsz. ………....................................................................... város 

………………………….........................................................................utca ......................hsz. 

Megye: ........................................................................................................................................ 

A felkészítő tanár(ok) neve: ........................................................................................................ 

..................................................................................................................................................... 

Összes pontszám: ……………………… 
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T / 5 
2006/2007 

 
ORSZÁGOS KÖZÉPISKOLAI TANULMÁNYI VERSENY 

ANGOL NYELV I-II. KATEGÓRIA 
ELSŐ /ISKOLAI/ FORDULÓ 

(A feladatlap iskolai példány, amelyet nem kell felterjeszteni!) 
 

Tesztírás időtartama: 180 perc 
A feladatok megoldásához szótár nem használható. 
 
Fontos! 
A feladatlapon dolgozzon, csak akkor írja be válaszait a válaszlapra, ha döntése végleges. Csak a 
válaszlapon jelölt megoldások értékelhetők! A válaszlapon javítás nem fogadható el. Azokban a 
kérdésekben, ahol szavakat kell beírni, csak a tökéletes helyesírással beírt megoldások fogadhatók el.  
 
I. Complete the following article by writing one word for each space. Write the word 
next to the appropriate number on your answer sheet. There is one example (0) at the 
beginning. 

Ancient book in an Irish bog  
Fragments of an ancient manuscript found in an Irish bog are (0) being hailed as comparable 
to the Dead Sea Scrolls.  

The discovery of the Psalter, or Book of Psalms, in the south Midlands (1) __________ 
said to be one of the most significant discoveries in archaeology (2) __________ decades.  

National Museum of Ireland specialists believe the manuscript may have been lost  
(3) __________ transit or dumped after a raid – possibly (4) __________ to 1,200 years ago.  

Museum director Dr Pat Wallace said it was “remarkably well preserved”. “Nobody has 
found (5) __________ like this for centuries – we are going to (6) __________ it very hard to 
locate people who know about it,” he said. The manuscript was found by an eagle-eyed 
digger-driver, who acted quickly to ensure (7) __________ preservation.  

Dr Wallace said it was (8) __________ in pristine condition but some of the writing was 
still legible. “When we saw it in the bog, we were able to read one of the psalms in Latin,” he 
said. He said it was “not so much the fragments (9) __________, but what they represent, that 
is (10) __________ such staggering importance”. “(11) __________ my wildest hopes, I  
(12) __________ only have dreamed of a discovery as fragile and rare as this. It testifies to the 
incredible richness of the Early Christian civilisation of this island and to the greatness of 
ancient Ireland.” It (13) __________ believed the extensive fragments are of an Irish Early 
Christian Psalter, written on vellum.  

They were recovered (14) __________ the bog by a bulldozer last week, and transported to 
the National Museum’s conservation laboratory for painstaking analysis. Trinity College 
Dublin head of manuscripts Dr Bernard Meehan said it was the first discovery of an Irish 
Early Medieval manuscript (15) __________ two centuries. “Initial impressions place the 
composition date of the manuscript at about 800AD – but (16) __________ soon after this date 
it was lost we may never know,” he said. Once the manuscript (17) __________been 
conserved, it will be displayed in the Early Christian gallery of the museum, alongside the 
Ardagh chalice and the Derrynaflan paten.  

(BBC) 
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II. Read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each space. 
Write the letter of your choice on your answer sheet next to the appropriate number. 
There is one example (0) at the beginning. 

Global warming taking earth back to dinosaur era  
Global warming over the coming century could mean a return of temperatures last (0) __B__ in 

the age of the dinosaur and lead to the extinction of up to half of all species, a scientist said on 
Thursday. 

(18) __________ carbon dioxide levels be at the highest levels for 24 million years, but global 
average temperatures will be higher than for 10 million years, said Chris Thomas of the University of 
York. Between 10 and 99 percent of species (19) __________ with atmospheric conditions that last 
existed before they evolved, and as a result from 10-50 percent of them (20) __________ disappear. 

“We may (21) __________ already be on the breaking edge of a wave of mass extinctions,” 
Thomas told the annual meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science. 

Scientists predict average global temperatures will rise (22) __________ between two and six 
degrees centigrade by 2100, mainly as a result of the heat-trapping carbon dioxide (23) __________ 
into the air from burning fossil fuels for transport and power. “If the most extreme warming predicted 
takes place we (24) __________ back to global temperatures not seen since the age of the dinosaur,” 
Thomas said. “We are starting to put these things into a historical perspective. These are conditions 
not seen for millions of years, so none of the species (25) __________ subjected to them before,” he 
added. 

Thomas said scientific observations had already found that 80 percent of species had already 
begun moving their traditional territorial ranges (26) __________ response to the changing climatic 
conditions. “That is an amazingly high correlation. It is a clear signature of climate change,” he said.  

Some species would simply find no suitable space to live anymore, and there would be 
confrontations with invasive species (27) __________ to move their territory. This would produce not 
just wipe-outs but mixtures of (28) __________  never seen before. And the changes would all happen 
(29) __________ a faster rate than ever before in evolution. “In geological terms 100 years is 
effectively instantaneous,” Thomas noted.  

 (Reuters) 
 
0  A  seeing  B  seen C saw D to see 
18  A  So will   B  Should not C Only can D Not only will 
19  A  will be faced  B  is faced C will face  D were faced 
20  A  shall  B  could C must D should 
21  A  as much  B  very much C as well D very well 
22  A  by  B  with C for D to 
23  A  is pumped  B  is being pumped C pumped D to pump 
24  A  will have gone  B  will be going C are going D would go 
25  A  will be  B  had been C were  D will have been 
26  A  in  B  as C with D to 
27  A  forcing  B  force C been forced D being forced 
28  A  species  B  specie C species’s D specieses 
29  A  to  B  at C such D with 
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III. Read the text below. Some of the lines contain an unnecessary word, which does 
not fit into the sentence. If there is an unnecessary word, write it on your answer sheet 
next to the appropriate number. If the line is correct, put a tick on your answer sheet 
next to the appropriate number. There are two examples (0, 00) at the beginning. 

Power cut causes chaos in Tokyo 
A power cut lasting several hours has caused widespread disruption in and around  

the Japanese capital, Tokyo. The blackout struck as soon commuters headed to            
work, halting some rail services, trapping people in the lifts and leaving many  
buildings without electricity. The blackout, which was affected 800,000 homes,  
was blamed on a construction crane for touching high-voltage power lines  
while being transported it on a river. Electricity supplies were restored to  
the most areas of the city by mid-morning.  

The power cut, which began at 07:38 (22:38 GMT on Sunday), had hit the capital 
and parts of Chiba and Kanagawa prefectures during the morning rush hour. Two  
lines which operated by Tokyo Metro were at a standstill for up to 90 minutes,  
with some overland trains and the Yurikamome monorail also well disrupted.  
“Most of the affected areas are now recovering, excluding out parts of Shibuya ward  
in Tokyo,” a spokesperson for Tokyo Electric Power told AFP news agency. Road  
traffic was also hit, with 260 sets of traffic lights that knocked out of action.  
Foreign exchange dealers were unable to trade because of computer problems.  
Tokyo Disneyland and Tokyo DisneySea have had to delay opening for an hour. 
“In my memory we could have never had this before,” a company official  
told Reuters news agency. As the city got back to normal, any men were given a  
special dispensation to travel in “women-only” metro carriages to ease overcrowding.  

(0) √ 
(00) soon 
(30)…. 
(31)…. 
(32)…. 
(33)…. 
(34)…. 
(35).… 
(36)…. 
(37)…. 
(38)…. 
(39)…. 
(40)…. 
(41)…. 
(42)…. 
(43)…. 
(44)…. 
(45)…. 

(BBC) 
 
IV. Read the text below. Use the words in brackets to form words that fit in the gaps. 
Write the word on your answer sheet next to the appropriate number. There is one 
example (0) at the beginning. 
 
Extra Sensory Perception 

ESP or Extra Sensory Perception is a catch-all expression for the alleged (0) __ability__ (able) of 
certain people to receive transmitted thoughts from others, to transmit their own thoughts, to see what 
will happen in the future or to be able to move objects from one place to another without (46) 
__________ (physical) touching them. Some people are happy to believe in ESP while others are 
firm (47) __________ (believe). Parapsychologists who are dedicated to (48) __________ (science) 
studying the claims that are made, lend a certain (49) __________ (serious) to the subject.  

Many people are skeptical about ESP. Alongside the (50) __________ (exist) of documented 
evidence there are plenty of claims that have turned out to be fraudulent. The lack of objective 
evidence is another (51) __________  (fact) to take into account. On the other hand, most of us have, 
at some time, experienced a seemingly inexplicable (52) __________ (occur); hearing the telephone 
ring and knowing who will be on the other end of the line or cases of coincidence that seem to be too 
extreme to be (53) __________ (accident).        

(learnenglish) 
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V. Read the text below and decide which word (A-T) best fits each numbered gap. 
There are two extra words that do not fit into any of the gaps. Write the letter of your 
choice on your answer sheet next to the appropriate number. There is one example (0) 
at the beginning. 

Indigenous peoples 
In December 2005, Evo Morales became the new President of Bolivia. He is 46 years old and 

wants the state to take (0) ___E___ of the profitable natural gas industry. But what is really  
(54) __________ is where he comes from. He was born into a farming family in the Andes and spent 
much his life (55) __________ for the interests of the original inhabitants of the country. He is one of 
the first leaders of an indigenous people to make it to the top. 

There are perhaps 370 million indigenous peoples in 70 countries around the world. They live on 
20% of the world’s land, and they (56) __________ 80% of the world’s biological and cultural 
diversity. For the last few hundred years, however, European colonialism has (57) __________ them. 
Europeans gave them (58) __________ against which they had no defences, suppressed their culture 
and language, and tried to (59) __________ them into western societies.  

Sometimes they almost disappeared from history. Few people today have heard of the Herero of 
Namibia.  Eighty per cent of their population died from (60) __________ a century ago at the hands of 
German colonisers.  In 1803, there were 10,000 people living in Tasmania, but after the British  
(61) __________ war on them twenty years later, only 300 survived. The last Tasman died in 1905. 

The main reason for the (62) __________ of indigenous peoples has been to get their land and 
natural resources. In Colombia, a hundred years of oil (63) __________ has resulted in the pollution of 
rivers, soil and drinking water. The story is repeated in Ecuador and Peru. In Brazil, the government 
plan to build five large (64) __________ on the Xingu River. These will flood thousands of square 
kilometres of tribal (65) __________ and destroy much agricultural land.  

Often governments have used (66) __________ relocation to get the local inhabitants out of the 
way. In Botswana today it is happening because of diamond (67) __________ and tourism. In the 
islands of Diego Garcia, in the Indian Ocean, the entire population were (68) __________ forever in 
order to build an airbase. 

Land has a (69) __________ significance for indigenous people. In 1985 the Australian 
government finally recognised this and returned ownership of Uluru (Ayers Rock) to the Pitjantjatjara 
Aborigines. In the USA, however, the government is planning to (70) __________ radioactive waste 
at Yucca Mountain in Nevada, (71) __________ that it is a sacred site for the Shoshone nation.  

(learnenglish) 
 

A  assimilate B  banished C campaigning D contribute 

E  control F  dams G decimation H declared 

I  diseases J  extraction K forced L marginalised 

M  mining N  ports O reserves P significant 

Q  spiritual R  starvation S store T unaware 
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VI. Read the text and choose the best clause (A-K) from the list below to fill each of the 
numbered gaps. There is one extra clause that does not fit into any of the gaps. Write 
the letter of your choice on your answer sheet next to the appropriate number. There 
is one example (0) at the beginning. 

Tools unlock secrets of early man 
New research shows early humans were living in Britain around 700,000 years ago, substantially 

earlier than had previously been thought. Using new dating techniques, scientists found (0) __E__, 
were 200,000 years older than the previous oldest finds.  

Humans were known to have lived in southern Europe 780,000 years ago but it was unclear when 
they moved north.  A team of researchers from the UK, Italy and Canada found a total of 32 flint tools 
in a fossil-rich seam at Pakefield. They say (72) __________. One of the team, Chris Stringer of the 
Natural History Museum's Department of Palaeontology, said the discovery of evidence of early 
human activity in Britain was startling. “Until recently I certainly would not have believed  
(73) __________,” he said.  

Professor Stringer told reporters at a media briefing in central London (74) __________, and were 
not the result of natural erosion. “One of the worries is that perhaps things like this can be produced by 
rocks bashing together in a river bed. These are not in this context, so we are confident that these are 
stone tools.”  

The scientists said they were happy that the artefacts were 700,000 years old because there was a 
range of evidence that all converged on the same age. One factor was the discovery, at the same 
location, of teeth from a species of water vole (75) __________. Professor Anthony Stuart, from 
University College London, told reporters this played a key role in dating the site. “A modern water 
vole has molar teeth (76) __________. Its ancestor, called Mimomys savini , had rooted teeth which 
did not grow. Nobody in northern Europe has before found any evidence of humans in association 
with this older water vole.”  

Until this find, it was thought (77) __________, after archaeologists unearthed a shin bone and 
two incisor teeth along with a number of flint tools at Boxgrove in southern England. The earliest 
evidence of human existence in southern Europe dates back 800,000 years at sites in Spain and Italy. It 
was thought (78) __________ because they were unable to adapt to factors such as longer winters and 
shorter growing seasons.  

However, Professor Stringer said soil samples from the Pakefield site revealed that the climate 
700,000 years ago was similar to the present day Mediterranean region. „We have learned from 
Pakefield and its fantastic biological evidence (79) __________ so people could move north without 
adaptation. “They also had the same sort of plants and animals to exploit.”  

Professor Stringer said the discovery opened up a whole new area of research. “The fact that we 
know (80) __________ we can start to look for further evidence of them. Perhaps one day we will be 
lucky enough to find fossil remains of these people.”  

 (BBC) 
_________________________ 
A  that the tools displayed all the hallmarks of human workmanship 
B that humans did not move to the colder north 
C  that there were people in Britain at this early date means 
D that existed in this period 
E  that flint tools unearthed in Pakefield, Suffolk 
F  that it was significantly warmer  
G  that grow all the time and have no roots 
H that humans arrived in northern Europe 500,000 years ago 
I that did not provide evidence of colonisation 
J that it represents the earliest unequivocal evidence of human activity in northern Europe 
K that there would have been humans this far back 
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VII. Read the text about land-locked countries. Some parts have been removed from 
the text. Choose which parts (A-I) fit into the numbered gaps in the article. There is 
one extra part, which does not fit into any of the gaps. Write the letter of your choice 
on your answer sheet next to the appropriate number. There is one example (0) at the 
beginning. 

Land-locked countries 
Is geography important? Here’s a question for you to answer. What have the following countries got in 
common: Australia, Japan, the United Kingdom, Iceland and Madagascar? 

 (0) D 
Now how about this question... What have these five nations got in common? Hungary, Botswana, 
Kazakhstan, Paraguay and Liechtenstein. A bit more difficult to answer, but of course you’ve already 
read the title of this article. Yes, they are all landlocked.  

(81)  

So how do countries become landlocked? If you are Swiss or Nepalese, you have probably never 
thought things could be any other way. Switzerland’s mountains, like the Himalayas, have formed a 
natural boundary for thousands of years. But there are borders and there are borders. Where one 
country ends and another begins is not something that is fixed for all time. 

(82)  

In Africa, Cabinda is still isolated from the rest of Angola because the King of Belgium, the colonial 
power in Congo, insisted on a similar corridor at the Berlin Conference in 1885, the meeting which 
started the division of the continent into nation states.  

 (83)  

Bolivia’s President is trying to get their neighbour Chile to give them some land so they can get to the 
Pacific like they did in the nineteenth century. The two countries haven’t spoken to each other for 30 
years. 

(84)  

Not having coastline is not so critical if you can get to somebody else’s seaport via a river. In Europe 
the landlocked Austrians can reach the ports of Rotterdam, Antwerp or Marseilles by inland waterway, 
and of course they can use the River Danube to go east. The Czechs can go down the River Elbe to 
Hamburg, the Slovaks to Polish ports. Adam Smith said that European industrialization only started in 
the 18th century because of the existence of navigable rivers. 

 (85)  

Some economists estimate that these countries pay between 30% and 50% more in transport costs than 
coastal nations. In Asia, it is not only transit routes but oil and gas pipelines that are affected if their 
neighbours decide to charge a high price to let them pass through their territory to get to the sea. 

 (86)  

The United Nations has its own High Representative to look at ways of improving cooperation from 
those countries that stand between the landlocked and the sea, most recently at an international 
meeting in Almaty, Kazakhstan in August 2003. The European Union gives money to help develop 
road and rail routes from the African interior to ports on the East and West coasts.  

 (87)  

Geography, it seems, can make a big difference.  
________________________________ 
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A But why does coastline matter so much? Throughout history people have preferred to live near the 
sea, and not just for the fish. Sea means trade, which means wealth. Think of the great empires of 
the past based around the Mediterranean or successful cities like Singapore, New York or Hong 
Kong today. Russia has fought several wars over the centuries so that its ships could have access 
to the Baltic, the Black Sea and the Pacific. 

B And what about redrawing the map? Some African intellectuals suggest a second Berlin 
conference to make Central African borders fairer. If Western Europe can take away their borders, 
why not in other parts of the world? 

C  Then there are countries like Ethiopia and Bolivia which did have a bit of coast but don’t any more. 
Does it matter? The Ethiopians are not happy that the creation of Eritrea means they now have to 
use another country’s port, when before they had a long coastline on the Red Sea. 

D   Quite easy if you can picture them on the globe – they are all islands. Australia is so big that it’s 
almost a continent by itself so you don’t think of it as an island, but of course all of these nations 
are surrounded by sea.  

E In central Asia or Africa, however, having a river that takes you from the interior to the sea is very 
rare. And this seems to make all the difference. There are 42 landlocked countries in the world. 
The United Nations classifies 30 of them (71%) as developing; and all except one of these are in 
Africa or Asia. None of these thirty are major exporters of manufactured goods. Why? 

F  In other words, in contrast to the first five countries whose coastline forms their border, the second 
five have no coastline at all. If you are a Hungarian or a Paraguayan, you have to pass through 
somebody else’s country if you want to go to the beach.  

G   Bolivia is a landlocked nation; it lost its connection to the Pacific coast in the War of the Pacific in 
1879. However, it does have access to the Atlantic via the Paraguay river. The west of Bolivia is 
situated in the Andes mountain range, with the highest peak, Nevado Del Sajama at 6,542 metres. 
The west of the country is formed by a highland plateau, the Altiplano. The east of the country is 
lowland, and covered by the Amazonian rainforests. Lake Titicaca is located on the border 
between Bolivia and Peru. In the west, in the department of Potosí, lies the Salar de Uyuni, the 
world's largest salt flats. 

H  Take Poland or the Democratic Republic of Congo, for example. They were landlocked at one 
time in their history but managed to get the map changed so that a thin piece of land gave them 
access to the sea. The Polish state created by the Treaty of Versailles after the First World War 
included a corridor of land to link it to the Baltic, because the rest of the coastline belonged to 
Germany.  

I  So what can these countries do to escape the disadvantage of being landlocked? You can’t move 
mountains or make rivers, but perhaps other means of transport can be improved.  

(learnenglish)
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VIII. Read the article in which a theatre critic discusses productions of four plays and 
answer the questions below. Choose your answers from the four plays mentioned  
(A–D). Write the letter of your choice on your answer sheet next to the appropriate 
number. There is one example (0) at the beginning. 
 

The week’s theatre 
 
A   Virtual Reality 
Alan Ayckbourn’s new play, Virtual Reality, at the Stephen Joseph, Scarborough, is almost two plays 
in one, and the two parts do not quite fit. Middle-aged Alex (Andrew Harvie) runs a firm making and 
selling virtual-reality scenes (e.g. gardener pruning roses outside French window). His brisk, highly 
organised wife, Penny (Celia Nelson) is a television presenter who exists almost entirely on screen; 
theirs could be a virtual marriage. He has an affair with Cassie (Daisy Beaumont), an actress of 20; 
they are so different as to seem virtual people to each other. Alex’s dreams, too, like yours and mine, 
are virtual reality. To top it all, someone is ripping off Alex’s company, selling fake virtual-reality 
scenes. So what is real? Can you fake a fake? Ayckbourn’s own problem is similar. He seems more 
interested in the idea of virtual reality than in the people whose lives are distorted by it. Any chance of 
some rewriting? 
 
B   As You Like It 
Michael Grandage’s production of As You Like It at the Crucible, Sheffield, is seriously enchanting. 
Grandage is a director who knows that the play is much more than a fairy tale, and more than most of 
his contemporaries, knows how to use the kind of large space Shakespeare was writing for. The action 
is both fluid and precisely designed, and the full use of the big stage creates the feeling that what you 
see is not just acting but an entire world. Nicholas Le Prevost is a waspish Jacques, a bit of depressive, 
which he quite enjoys displaying. Celia (Samantha Spiro) is a weak spot. She should be Rosalind’s 
social equal, being her cousin, and the daughter of a duke, and I cannot see why she should have the 
tone, accent and deportment of a personal maid. Ben Daniels plays a strong, manly Orlando, who is 
nobody’s fool; when he says he can live no longer by thinking, we believe him. Victoria Hamilton is a 
sexy Rosalind, playful but never arch, who likes being a man because it is dangerous and unexpectedly 
exciting. She speaks Rosalind’s wittiest lines as if they had just occurred to her – not many actresses 
can – and her epilogue has a sweetness that brings a lump to your throat. 
 
C  Three Sisters 
Liz Lochhead’s preposterous new version of Three Sisters at the Lyceum, Edinburgh, sets Chekhov’s 
play in Scotland in 1946, where the Philipson sisters live in one wing of a school their late father once 
ran. Rather improbably, he later became an Oxford professor, and the girls whinge peevishly about 
going back to Oxford. But why all the melancholy? Why the feeling of uselessness and futility? 
Chekhov’s play portrays the declining Russia of his time, not in the least like triumphant post-war 
Britain. The writing is like a bad translation and the dialogue has no sense of the 1940s whatever. How 
can the Vershinin character (Tom McGovern), an American on war duty, have his family with him? 
Why should it be so odd that somebody should want to leave the air force, now that the war is over, 
and work? No, I can’t bear to go on. Why the Lyceum should stage such careless, pointless, shoddily 
written stuff is more than I can understand.                                  
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D   A Place at the Table 
Simon Block’s funny, angry new play, A Place at the Table, at the Bush, is about Sarah, a television 
script editor who wants to commission a series about disability by a disabled writer, Adam (Eddie 
Marshan). Lurking dangerously in the background is an assistant, Sammy (James Lance), who will 
stop at nothing to get a place at the table. This is a play about desperation, compromise and betrayal. 
Who can hope to make a difference in a bland culture where no one will take risks? And what is the 
price of getting to the marketplace at all, let alone getting bought? Block deploys tough, fast writing to 
make his point about a world in which Sarah (Joanne Pearce) is a woman with no substance, 
pretending to be an innovator, lacking a personality but wanting to be an icon, and spouting the deadly 
combination of pretentious executive commonplaces, false compassion and conceptual rubbish that is 
so typical of people in the media. This is a star performance. 
 

 (New International Newspaper) 
 
 
 

A  Virtual Reality  

B  As You Like It 

C  Three Sisters 

D  A Place at the Table 

 
 

Which production   

is a delight? (0) ___B__  

is ridiculous? (88) _____  

is rather confused? (89) _____  

uses the stage to convey the author’s intentions? (90) _____  

would be better with a different text? (91) _____  

would be better if the text were revised? (92) _____  

will make you laugh? (93) _____  

Which play contains a character or characters   

cheating the main character? (94) _____  

who keep(s) complaining? (95) _____  

full of ruthless ambition? (96) _____  

whose speech is full of fashionable clichés? (97) _____   

whose speech belongs to the wrong period of history? (98) _____  

In which play does an actor/actress   

sound out of place socially? (99) _____  

move the critic emotionally? (100) _____  
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ORSZÁGOS KÖZÉPISKOLAI TANULMÁNYI VERSENY 
ANGOL NYELV I-II. KATEGÓRIA 

ELSŐ /ISKOLAI/ FORDULÓ 
VÁLASZLAP 

A feladatok megoldásához írószközön kívül más segédeszköz nem használható! 
A válaszlapon javítás nem fogadható el. Azokban a kérdésekben, ahol szavakat kell beírni, csak a 
tökéletes helyesírással beírt megoldások fogadhatók el.  
A feladatlapot a szaktanár (szaktanári munkaközösség) értékeli központi javítási útmutató alapján.  
A feladatlapok beküldésének ponthatára: I. kategória: 70 pont vagy annál több 
      II. kategória: 75 pont vagy annál több 
 
1   30   54   81  
2   31   55   82  
3   32   56   83  
4   33   57   84  
5   34   58   85  
6   35   59   86  
7   36   60   87  
8   37   61   88  
9   38   62   89  
10   39   63   90  
11   40   64   91  
12   41   65   92  
13   42   66   93  
14   43   67   94  
15   44   68   95  
16   45   69   96  
17   46   70   97  
18    47   71   98  
19    48   72   99  
20    49   73   100  
21    50   74     
22    51   75     
23    52   76     
24    53   77     
25       78     
26       79    
27       80    
28            
29            
 
Összpontszám: __________________          Javító tanár aláírása: _______________________ 
 
 


